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What mainly inspires my art is how I can capture tiny details in a scene in order to capture an image 

of life and vibrancy. And to do all this with a simple magnifying glass? Extraordinary. All of my art is 

done in lead pencil, without color, as I think that I can encompass details and shades just as well with 

different tones of greys. Each piece shows different scenarios in nature, and each has a different story 

to it. I was inspired to use this nature theme when I was out camping. I saw the beauty in my 

surroundings and how I could be totally immersed. Nowadays, people use their fingers on tablets to 

enlarge and dilate images. I want people to be able to see what I see, but to use a magnifying glass on 

paper instead of using an iPhone to zoom in. I hope you enjoy taking a look at my portfolio!



… there is always something that catches your eye. This drawing takes a whole ecosystem of life, and

 condenses it into four borders. But at the same time, focusing on a single object or creature will give 

the impression of each having its own little environment. From the spider with its web to the ants in 

their hill, the drawing takes each animal and places them above, below and beside each other.

Everywhere You Look...





This drawing shows two clear species: spiders and bees. The fickle, vibrating nature of bees 

contrasted with the idle, silent patience of spiders. The Meeting of Opposites places these two 

very different creatures next to each other, with a coherent swarm ruling the skies, and a lurking 

faction down below. A confrontation is inevitable, but who shall be the kings of both land and sky?

The Meeting of Opposites





In The Descent, the swarm of bees make a return. This drawing uses three- point perspective to

enhance the sense of distance from the roots to the canopies of the already immense trees. In this 

picture, the bees swoop downwards aggressively to begin their search for sweet nectar. The other 

insects of the trees are still, fearful of their razor sharp stings.

The Descent





When one looks out to sea,  one can only see the reflective blue surface all the way to the horizon. It’s

just enough to make us wonder what lies beneath? The City Hidden Beneath the Mirror shows just 

that: a city and the explosion of life which inhabits it. Not only the fish, and sharks, but also the tiny 

microorganisms we call coral. This drawing shows that sometimes we can find things that are similar, 

yet so different to us if we just look underneath.

The City Hidden Beneath the Mirror





The way the bird twitches to spy on an exposed worm, or preen its feathers, give it a fleeting nature. 

It looks like it can take off at any time! This drawing captures that attribute by showing individual 

feathers and the posture of the bird. It is as if the bird is already in motion, and could fly off the page 

in the blink of an eye.

Stillness in Motion





As  a  t i n y  gecko  l i f t s  i t s  head  to  obse r ve  i t s  su r round ings ,  we  can  zoom in  on to 

i t s  head and observe  i t .On i t s  face a lone,  more than a hundred t iny  sca les  rus t le 

against  each other as the rept i le shi f ts  i t s  s tare.  The drawing has almost  a gradient 

o f  s i ze  to  i t .  Fi r s t  come the la rge sca les  o f  the  l ips .  Then come the medium- s i zed 

s ca l e s  wh i ch  s l ope  down  benea th  t hem.  Fi na l l y,  t he r e  a re  t he  m inu scu l e  sha rd s 

which surround the large eye of the creature and lead down to the base of i ts  neck.

100 shards





The crocodile is the apex predator of the rivers and swamps all over the world, using its menacing eye 

to spot its next victim. The eyelid is covered in lumpy scales, large and small, which fit together 

perfectly. The surface of the eye itself is speckled with miniscule dots which give the eye a certain 

depth and enunciate the piercing gaze of this majestic reptile.

The eye




